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1.　Introduction

　The 2014 Ebola epidemic that affected several 

countries in West Africa was reportedly the 

largest in history. Over the span of a year, the 

Ebola epidemic has caused more than 10 times 

as many cases of Ebola than the combined total 

of all those reported in previous Ebola out-

breaks1）. Prolific coverage of the news in the 

mainstream as well as in social media followed2）. 

From July to August 2014, during the early 

stages of the 2014 Ebola outbreak, there were 

42,236 tweets mentioning Ebola3）. In October 

2014, there were more than 21 million tweets 

about Ebola4）. In January 2016, BBC reported a 

new case of Ebola in Sierra Leone5）.

　There is an abundance of literature attesting 

to the potential of social networking sites such 

as Twitter not only as tools to disseminate 

health-related information but also as tools for 

the prediction and surveillance of diseases6～12）.

　Tweets are highly unstructured text data con-

taining grammatical and spelling errors, non-al-

phabet characters including emoji or ideograms. 

Twitter reportedly generates 500 million tweets 

per day and is projected to reach 1.2 billion 
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Nodes represent vertices whose tweets contain 

the keyword “Ebola”, as well as those who men-

tions or replies-to these vertices. The network 

was plotted using the Fructerman-Reingold 

force-directed layout algorithm which is known 

for its speed and robustness. The relationship 

between two vertices, msf-uk （Médecins Sans 

Frontiéres https://twitter.com/msf_uk） and the 

nytimes （The New York Times https://twitter.

com/nytimes） is illustrated. Here, an arrow 

which represents the edge points from msf_uk to 

nytimes, i.e., msf_uk follows nytimes. With about 

47,000 tweets plotted, the central structure is 

extremely dense. This accounts only for about 

60％ of the number of tweet data considered in 

this study. If the total number of tweets data ex-

amined were to be plotted using the same algo-

rithm, one can see nothing but a huge black 

“hairball” of indiscernible connections. The net-

work shown in Figure 1 shows only the rela-

tionships or connections between vertices.

tweets per day, 1.36 petabytes per year by 

202513）.

　However, information visualization tools are 

needed to harvest opportunities provided by this 

massive amount of textual data. Interactive visu-

alization methods can help to improve health-

care14） and to monitor infectious disease out-

breaks15）. Visualization tools such as tweet 

maps16）, trend graphs4,17）, tag clouds of key- 

words9）, as well as social network diagrams14,18,19） 

have been developed and used to visualize data 

mined from Twitter. One of the tools used to vi-

sualize social media networks and their underly-

ing connections is NodeXL14,20,21）（http://nodexl.

codeplex.com）. NodeXL plots social media net-

work data as vertices and edges. In other words, 

it builds a network structure plotting each twit-

ter user or organization as a single vertex with 

edges signifying their connections or relation-

ships with other tweeters. Figure 1 shows the 

Ebola tweet network plotted with NodeXL. 

Fig. 1　Ebola Tweet Network Plotted with NodeXL
Nodes represent vertices whose tweets contain the keyword “ebola”, 
mentions or replies-to other vertices. The “who-mentions-who” or “who-
replies to-whom” relationship between msf_uk and nytimes is illustrated 
above. Here, msf_uk follows the nytimes.
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proach to render a visual representation of these 

large, unstructured, and highly complex data, 

and extract insights from Ebola tweets that may 

not be apparent using openly-available social 

media network visualization tools.

2.　Methods

　Data which comprise tweets containing the 

keyword Ebola were collected through NodeXL’s 

Search Network which utilizes Twitter’s search 

API. This allows us to collect people or organi-

zations that have included the term Ebola in 

their tweets and those who mention or replies to 

these individuals or organizations. Here, the 

data represent 74,618 tweets covering a period 

of 4 months from June to September of 2014. It 

includes two vertices （vertex 1 which is the 

source of the tweet, vertex 2 which is the desti-

nation to which vertex 1 points to）, the relation-

ship between these vertices （this could be a 

tweet, a mention, or a reply-to）, the tweet con-

tent, domains or URLs contained in the tweets 

themselves, and hashtags included in the tweet, 

the tweet date in UTC, the number of users who 

follow vertex 1 as well as the number of follow-

ers vertex 1 has, and the time zones. Table 1 

shows the columns in one data point or row, and 

the sample content. No data cleaning steps were 

performed.

　Data was uploaded into Ayasdi Core, a plat-

form that combines TDA and machine learning, 

which has the capability to render a simple visu-

al representation of large and highly complex 

data and to reveal significant patterns hidden 

within these data. Ayasdi Core outputs a topo-

logical network where nodes do not represent a 

single data but rather a set of similar data 

points, and edges that connect nodes with com-

mon data points. Table 2 shows the data dimen-

sions subjected to TDA analysis, i.e. data used 

　While social media network visualization tools 

such as NodeXL focus on the online connections 

that make up the social media structure, this 

work focuses not on the “who-mentions-who” or 

“who-replies to-whom” relationship, but rather on 

finding insights or characteristics hidden in 

these complex and voluminous data. Are there 

similarities or differences between these data 

points beyond the categorization of tweet rela-

tionship as a tweet, mentions, or replies-to rela-

tionship? Can we visually identify and examine 

distinct features in the Ebola tweet network 

structure?

　Here, the power of Ayasdi software （http://

www.ayasdi.com） is leveraged to analyze large 

and complex data using topological data analysis 

（TDA） and machine learning. It has been ap-

plied to diverse data such as gene expressions 

from breast tumors, voting data from the United 

States, and player performance from the NBA22）.

　Topology is defined as one of the branches of 

mathematics which studies properties of 

shape23,24）. Topological data analysis （TDA） 

uses topological methods as a geometric ap-

proach to pattern or shape recognition within 

data. One can thus discover insights from data 

by recognizing shapes within the data itself. 

Lum and co-authors22） argue that TDA’s advan-

tage lies in its sensitivity to both large and small 

scale patterns that other analytical methods such 

as principal component analysis （PCA）, multi-

dimensional scaling （MDS）, and cluster analysis 

often fail to detect. TDA does not depend on 

prior hypotheses that focus on pairwise relation-

ships as mentioned in the same study. It should 

also be noted that TDA does not depend on the 

coordinate system chosen, and as such allows 

the comparison of data derived from different 

coordinate systems.

　The aim of this paper is to use the TDA ap-
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were coded as integers. Since a visual approach 

is taken to extract insights from these complex 

data, different topological network structures 

have to be mapped using different metrics, and 

then visually evaluated. A metric represents 

similarity or distance between data points or 

rows. Here, the Hamming, Jaccard, Manhattan 

to map the topological network. One data point 

or row contains 8 dimensions. Non-numerical di-

mensions such as the relationship between the 

vertices, the use or non-use of domains and 

hashtags, the date in months when the tweets 

were posted, and the inclusion or non-inclusion 

of the searched keyword “Ebola” in the tweets, 

Table 1　Sample Data Mined from Twitter

Columns in 1 data point or row Sample Content

 1.　Vertex 1 breakingnewsg

 2.　Vertex 2 who

 3.　Relationship Tweet, mentions, or replies-to

 4.　Tweet Ebola virus: 44 new cases and 21 deaths in Sierra Leone, Liberia and 
Guinea between July 6-8―＠WHO http://t.co/QW5vctdvmP

 5.　Domains in tweet breakingnews.com

 6.　Hashtags in tweet none

 7.　Tweet date （UTC） 2014/7/11

 8.　Followed （by vertex 1） 4

 9.　Followers （of vertex 1） 1,968

10.　No. of Tweets （by vertex 1） 33,971

11.　Time Zone Central Time （US & Canada）

Table 2　Data Dimensions Subjected to TDA Analysis

Dimension Explanation

Relationship
Numerically coded as 1, 2, 3, representing a tweet, mentions, and a replies-to rela-
tionship, respectively. （this is the relationship between vertex 1 and vertex 2）

Domains
Numerically coded as 1 or 2. （answers the question as to whether domains are includ-
ed in the tweets）: YES＝1, NO＝2

Tweets The number of tweets vertex 1 has generated.

Followed The number of twitter accounts vertex 1 follows.

Followers The number of followers vertex 1 has.

Hashtags
Numerically coded as 1 or 2. （answers the question as to whether hashtags are in-
cluded in the tweets）: YES＝1, NO＝2

Date of Tweet （UTC） in 
months

Numerically coded according to the numerical order of the months the tweets were 
posted. 6 for June, and 7 for July etc.

Tweeted term （keyword）
Numerically coded as 1 or 2. （answers the question as to whether the keyword is in-
cluded in the tweet）: YES＝1, NO＝2
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work structure with one connected component 

and two singletons with no edges or connections 

to other nodes. Here, there are no subgroups or 

distinct flares. On the other hand, D clearly has 

more distinct flares and subgroups than C. How-

ever, this is only a visual comparison, and thus 

the metric that suits the data better needs to be 

determined.

　Table 3 shows the mean and standard devia-

tion values of the quantitative data. The stan-

dard deviation values of these dimensions vary 

considerably, and their means are very much 

different. Both the Hamming and the Jaccard 

metrics are inappropriate based on the nature of 

the data itself. On the other hand, the Manhat-

tan （L1） metric can be applied. However, this 

metric is best suited when considering that 

many small differences are as significant as one 

large difference. Thus, the variance normalized 

Euclidean, which is best suited for data that 

（L1）, and the Variance Normalized Euclidean 

metrics were tested in conjunction with neigh-

borhood lenses. The neighborhood lenses based 

on k-nearest neighbors were used to emphasize 

the metric structure of the data. The resolution 

and gain of these lenses were adjusted to permit 

the visualization of a meaningful structure. In 

other words, these adjustments affect the num-

ber of clusters. Here, the neighborhood lenses 

were set at a resolution of 15 and a gain of 2. 

The choice of distance metric and lenses as well 

their resolution and gain will affect the layout 

and cluster size. Figure 2 shows the network 

structures mapped with different metrics. One 

can see that the network structures in A and B, 

are rather complex with a large number of un-

connected nodes, a group of nodes having com-

plex connections, and a few subgroups. Obvious-

ly, it is difficult to make sense out of these two 

network structures. In C, there is a simpler net-

Fig. 2　Network Structures Mapped with Different Metrics
The network structures shown above were plotted using A） Hamming, 
B） Jaccard, C） Manhattan （L1）, and D） Variance Normalized Euclid-
ean. These were plotted with the same neighborhood lenses （resolu-
tion: 15, gain: 2）. Nodes are colored according to their relationship. 
Blue, green, and red colors represent tweet, mentions, and replies-to 
relationships, respectively.
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application of a relationship-based data lens. 

Thus, nodes are largely grouped or clustered 

based on the relationship criteria. As mentioned 

earlier, nodes with common data points or simi-

larities are connected by edges. Please note that 

these edges do not represent a “who-mentions-

who” or “who-replies to-whom” relationship as il-

lustrated in Figure 1. The resulting topological 

network can be described as having a tweet 

main group as well as a tweet subgroup, a men-

tions main group as well as two mentions sub-

groups, one replies-to main group, and some sin-

gletons.

　Statistical tests were performed on groups or 

features in the Ebola tweet network. The Kol-

mogorov-Smirnoff （KS） scores were used to 

identify the distinguishing characteristics of dis-

tinct groups or subgroups that were visually 

identified through their shapes. The topological 

locations of relevant hashtags, URLs of both 

contain heterogeneous scale variables, is chosen. 

This metric finds the mean and standard devia-

tion of each dimension and rescales the value of 

the coordinate by subtracting the mean and di-

viding by its corresponding standard deviation.

　A data lens based on relationship （tweet, 

mentions, or replies-to） was added to further see 

distinct structures and explore similarities or dif-

ferences between these relationships. The topo-

logical network of Ebola tweets shown in Fig-

ure 3 was created from Figure 2 D, with the 

Table 3　 Mean and Standard Deviation Values 
of Quantitative Data Dimensions Sub-
jected to TDA Analysis

Dimension Mean Standard Deviation

Tweets 42,247.684 87,389.090

Followed 1,177.711 5,842.321

Followers 8,094.799 137,983.786

Fig. 3　Topological Network of Ebola Tweets
Here, the network layout was generated with a variance normalized 
Euclidean metric and neighborhood lenses as with the network struc-
ture in Fig. 2D, but with an additional lens using the relationship data, 
which was added to see distinct structures and explore differences be-
tween these relationships. Seven nodes （A, B, C, D, E, F, G） were se-
lected from each group to clarify the connections or non-connections 
between these nodes.
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group, E in the replies-to main group, F in one 

of the two mentions subgroups, and G in the 

mentions main group） were selected and their 

similarities were examined by taking their Kol-

mogorov-Smirnov （KS） scores. The KS score 

tests the likelihood that two groups being com-

pared have the same distribution of values for a 

given dimension. The number of rows or data 

points contained in these nodes is shown in the 

figure. A comparison of these selected nodes 

based on the KS scores of the 8 dimensions is 

presented in Table 4. It is clear that nodes A 

and B have both low KS scores for all 8 dimen-

sions. Large KS values indicate larger differenc-

es. Thus, the edge or connection between nodes 

A and B is confirmed based on the fact that 

their KS scores are similarly low. For uncon-

nected nodes B （tweet main group） and C 

（tweet subgroup） which both have a tweet rela-

tionship, their KS scores for tweeted term, 

hashtags, and followers are large i.e. indicating 

large differences in these dimensions. For that 

reason, node C appears in a subgroup rather 

than in the tweet main group.

　For unconnected nodes A （tweet main group） 

and D （singleton） which both have a tweet rela-

tionship, they have large differences in almost 

all of the dimensions （hashtags, followers, 

tweets, date of tweet, tweeted term, and fol-

lowed）. These two points only have similarities 

in the use of domains and in their having a 

tweet relationship. This explains why D is a sin-

gleton and unconnected to nodes in the tweet 

main group or in the tweet subgroup.

　For nodes B and E which belong to the tweet 

main group and the replies-to group, respective-

ly, their main difference primarily lies in their 

relationship which is obvious.

　For nodes F and G which both have a men-

tions relationship, their main differences as 

health-related and news organizations, and rele-

vant keywords were identified. Nodes containing 

vertices that have the highest number of follow-

ers as well as those with large centrality values 

were likewise identified.

3.　Results

　The topological network of Ebola tweets is 

shown in Figure 3. Here, 74,618 tweets are 

clustered into 158 nodes with 74,618 rows or 

data points. A single tweet is treated as one row 

or a single data point. Nodes represent groups 

having similar data points. However, one node 

can represent a single data point or vertex if this 

has no similarity with other data points. Node 

size is proportional to the number of data points 

or vertices contained in a node. Edges connect 

nodes if they contain common data points. Three 

main groups representing the basic relationships 

of the twitter structure, i.e. tweets （48 nodes 

with 32,572 rows）, mentions （75 nodes with 

37,477 rows）, and replies-to （13 nodes with 

1,965 rows） can be readily identified. More di-

versity can be recognized in the nodes within 

the mentions main group compared to those in 

the tweet main group considering the number of 

nodes in these main groups.

　Interestingly, a tweet subgroup and two men-

tions subgroups distinctly disparate from their 

main groups, as well as singletons （11 nodes, 

371 rows） can be recognized. Although single-

tons are characterized as either a tweet, a men-

tion, or a replies-to, they have no similarities 

with their respective relationship groups and as 

such are disconnected from other nodes. In or-

der to determine why some nodes are connected 

to other nodes, or for that matter disconnected 

from other nodes albeit their similar relation-

ship, 7 nodes （A and B in the tweet main group, 

C in the tweet subgroup, D in the singleton 
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Table 4　Comparison of Selected Nodes in Figure 3

Compared nodes Dimension Kolmogorov-Smirnoff （KS） scores

A （tweet main group）
and B （tweet main group）

Tweets 0.1568

Followed 0.0912

Followers 0.0841

Tweeted term （keyword） 8.38×10－14

Date of Tweet （UTC） in months 8.38×10－14

Hashtags 8.38×10－14

Domains 8.38×10－14

Relationship 8.38×10－14

Compared nodes Dimension Kolmogorov-Smirnoff （KS） scores

B （tweet main group）
and C （tweet subgroup）

Tweeted term （keyword） 0.9828

Hashtags 0.8868

Followers 0.7051

Tweets 0.5718

Date of Tweet （UTC） in months 0.3138

Followed 0.2575

Domains 0.0201

Relationship 4.81×10－14

Compared nodes Dimension Kolmogorov-Smirnoff （KS） scores

A （tweet main group）
and D （singleton）

Hashtags 1.000

Followers 1.000

Tweets 1.000

Date of Tweet （UTC） in months 1.000

Tweeted term （keyword） 1.000

Followed 0.8454

Domains 4.62×10－14

Relationship 4.62×10－14

Compared nodes Dimension Kolmogorov-Smirnoff （KS） scores

B （tweet main group）
and E （replies-to group）

Relationship 1.000

Date of Tweet （UTC） in months 0.4345

Tweets 0.3006

Followed 0.2607

Followers 0.2413

Hashtags 3.52×10－14

Domains 3.52×10－14

Tweeted term （keyword） 3.52×10－14

Compared nodes Dimension Kolmogorov-Smirnoff （KS） scores

F （mentions main group）
and G （mentions subgroup）

Domains 1.000

Hashtags 1.000

Date of Tweet （UTC） in months 1.000

Tweets 0.7314

Followers 0.6692

Followed 0.6654

Tweeted term （keyword） 3.96×10－14

Relationship 3.96×10－14
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mental idea is to take the geometric approach to 

pattern or shape recognition that allows the dis-

covery of insights in the data. Distinct shapes in 

the topological network, i.e. flares, and the 

nodes included in these flares were visually 

identified and selected. However, visual identifi-

cation of these features needs to be coupled with 

the knowledge as to what sets these features 

apart from the rest of the topological network of 

each relationship group. Here, the distinguishing 

characteristics of these flares in terms of the 

data dimensions mentioned earlier are examined 

by again using the KS scores. As previously 

stated, a large KS score indicates a larger differ-

ence between compared groups. The hashtags 

（max. KS : 0.946） and domains or URLs （max. 

KS : 0.713） dimensions have been identified as 

the most distinguishing characteristics of these 

distinct topological features. In the tweet main 

shown by their KS scores are in the following 

dimensions: domains, hashtags, date of tweet, 

tweets, followers and followed. This accounts 

for why these nodes are not connected by an 

edge.

　Having created the topological network of Eb-

ola tweets, and after examining why some points 

are connected by edges while some are not, the 

next step is to look for distinguishing geometric 

features or structures in the data topology, spe-

cifically, flares （long segments） in the main re-

lationship groups. These flares may indicate a 

subgroup or subgroups （within these main rela-

tionship groups） with distinguishing characteris-

tics. Figure 4 shows the Ebola tweet network 

structure presented in Figure 3, but with the 

flares in each of the three main relationship 

groups bounded by colored ellipses for easy 

identification. As mentioned earlier, the funda-

Fig. 4　Topological Network of Ebola Tweets
Node size is proportional to the number of vertices in the node. Nodes 
are colored by relationship. Blue, green, and red colors represent 
tweet, mentions, and replies-to relationships, respectively.
Flares which indicate distinguishing characteristics of the topology 
were visually selected and nodes included in these flares are indicated 
by colored ellipses. KS （Kolmogorov-Smirnov） scores are used to indi-
cate significant differences in these flares in each of the three main re-
lationship groups.
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vant hashtags in Ebola tweets. The nodes con-

taining vertices with tweets that include 

hashtags （YES） are colored blue; those that do 

not （NO） are colored red. Deeper blue nodes 

contain a high number of YES （hashtag inclu-

sion） nodes, and deeper red nodes contain a 

high number of NO （hashtag non-inclusion） 

nodes. Since it is of considerable interest to 

identify hashtags which are of relevance to the 

Ebola epidemic, the tweets were searched for 

Ebola-related hashtags, and then mapped onto 

the topological network. Event-related （#ebola, 

#virus, #outbreak, #epidemic, #alert, #news） and 

location-related （#africa, #sierra leone, etc.） 

hashtags, and hashtags of health-related organi-

zations （#cdc, #who, #msf ） have been identified. 

Nodes containing a relatively high number of 

vertices that use these hashtags are identified in 

the figure. It is interesting to note that these 

group, the two distinguishing dimensions are the 

hashtags （KS＝0.812） in the left flare, and the 

tweet date （KS＝0.665） in the right flare. In the 

mentions main group, the distinguishing dimen-

sions are the hashtags （KS＝0.946） in the bot-

tom flare, the tweet date （KS＝0.583） in the 

upper right flare, （KS＝0.644） in the lower left 

flare, and domains in the two left uppermost 

flares, （KS＝0.713, and KS＝0.687）. While in 

the replies-to main group, the left flare’s identi-

fying feature is the hashtags （KS＝0.994） di-

mension.

　Hashtags （#） are commonly used on social 

media sites such as Twitter to identify messages 

on a specific topic, create a thread of conversa-

tions which allows information dissemination be-

yond one’s followers. Pertinent hashtags con-

tained in the Ebola tweet data were examined. 

Figure 5 shows the topological location of rele-

Fig. 5　 Topological Location of Relevant Hashtags in Ebola 
Tweets

Node size is proportional to the number of vertices in the node. Nodes 
containing vertices with tweets that include hashtags are colored blue; 
those without hashtags are colored red. Relevant hashtags included in 
Ebola tweets were identified and mapped onto the topological net-
work. Nodes containing a large number of vertices with tweets having 
these hashtags are bounded by circles or ellipses for easy identifica-
tion.
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are high as shown in Figure 4. It should be 

mentioned that the flare in the replies-to main 

group with a high hashtag KS score contain 

nodes that include some of the Ebola-related 

hashtags, but these are not indicated in Figure 

5 since these appear in lesser frequency than the 

two groups with high hashtag KS scores.

　Figure 6 shows the topological locations of 

some domains or URLs contained in these 

tweets. Here, the nodes containing vertices with 

tweets that include domains or URLs （YES） are 

colored blue; those that do not （NO） are colored 

red. Deeper blue nodes contain a high number 

of YES （inclusion of URLs） nodes, and deeper 

red nodes contain a high number of NO （non-in-

clusion of URLs） nodes. One may notice that al-

though the top left flare and the center left flare 

in the mentions main group shown in Figure 4 

hashtags appear in large numbers or in greater 

frequency in the nodes located in the tweet and 

mentions main groups, at the bottom-left flare 

and at the bottom-right flare, respectively. 

Event-related hashtags （#virus, #outbreak, #epi-

demic, #alert） appear in close proximity to or in 

the same node with the location-related hashtags 

in the tweet main group. On the other hand, 

hashtags of health-related organizations （#cdc, 

#who, #msf ） appear in the mentions main group 

near that of the ebola hashtag （#ebola）, or to-

gether with location-related hashtags. This may 

indicate the use of multiple but related hashtags 

in these tweets.

　The topological locations of these Ebola-relat-

ed hashtags coincide with the flares in the tweet 

main group and in the mentions main group 

where the KS scores for the hashtag dimensions 

Fig. 6　 Topological Locations of URLs of Health-related Organi-
zations and News Organizations Contained in Ebola 
Tweets

Node size is proportional to the number of vertices in the node. Nodes 
containing vertices with tweets that include URLs/domains are colored 
blue; those without are colored red. URLs of health-related organiza-
tions and news organizations contained in Ebola tweets were identified 
and mapped onto the topological network. Nodes containing a large 
number of vertices having tweets with the indicated URLs are bound-
ed by circles for easy identification.
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URLs are mentioned or retweeted by others.

　The topological locations of relevant keywords 

contained in Ebola tweets are shown in Figure 
7. The nodes are colored by the number of 

tweets. Nodes with a high number of tweets are 

colored red; those with low are colored blue. 

Nodes which contain the highest number of 

tweets are generally located in the central struc-

ture of the main relationship groups. However, 

attention should be focused not on how many 

tweets are generated by what vertices, but rath-

er on the number of tweets that contain key-

words relevant to the Ebola epidemic. Relevant 

keywords in these tweets were identified and 

mapped onto the topological network. These are 

location-（Africa, Sierre Leone, Liberia, etc.）, 

alert-（alert, warning, outbreak, etc.）, symptom-

（ fever, diarrhea, etc.）, transmission-（blood, sali-

va, bats, monkeys, etc.）, and prevention-（control, 

indicate high KS scores for the domain dimen-

sion, these nodes are colored red which signify 

non-inclusion of URLs in Figure 6. High domain 

KS score groups do not mean that they have 

more nodes that include domains or URLs. It 

means that the domain or URL dimension （in-

clusion or non-inclusion） are significantly differ-

ent compared to the rest of the nodes in that 

group. Domains or URLs of key players in the 

dissemination of information related to Ebola 

were identified from tweet data and their loca-

tions on the topological network were mapped. 

Nodes containing a large number of vertices 

having these URLs are indicated. Domains or 

URLs of health-related organizations （usaid, cdc, 

nih, who, msf ） as well as those of news organi-

zations （bbc, cnn, nytimes） appear only in the 

mentions main group and not in the other 

groups. This indicates that these organizations’

Fig. 7　 Topological Locations of Relevant Keywords Contained in 
Ebola Tweets

Node size is proportional to the number of vertices in the node. Nodes 
containing vertices with high number of tweets are colored red; those 
with low number of tweets are colored blue. Relevant keywords con-
tained in Ebola tweets were identified and mapped onto the topological 
network. Nodes containing a large number of vertices with tweets that 
include these keywords are bounded by circles or ellipses for easy 
identification.
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nytimes （The New York Times） which had the 

largest number of followers appears as a single-

ton, i.e. with no connections to other groups.

　In social media network analysis, centrality 

measures are used to identify the most impor-

tant vertices in the network graph. The in-de-

gree （the number of connections）, betweenness 

（ability to bridge other sub-networks）, eigenvec-

tor centralities （degree of influence） and page 

rank （overall importance） were calculated using 

NodeXL25）. Table 5 presents the vertices with 

high centrality values. Figure 9 shows their to-

pological locations. Nodes containing a large 

number of vertices with top centralities are col-

ored red; those with a low number are colored 

blue. Non-colored nodes do not contain these 

vertices. Interestingly, these vertices with top 

centralities, appear in the tweet main group and 

in its subgroup, in singletons, and in the men-

precautions, risk, vaccine, treatment, beliefs, misin-

formation, need, shortage, etc.） related keywords. 

Most of the nodes containing a large number of 

vertices with tweets that include these keywords 

appear in the flares in both tweet and mentions 

main groups. The prominence of these keywords 

indicates a distinguishing characteristic of these 

flares.

　Figure 8 shows the same topological network 

but colored according to the number of follow-

ers. Most of the nodes containing a relatively 

high number of followers （red nodes in the fig-

ure） are shown within the core structure of both 

the tweet and mentions main groups rather than 

in the flares. Nodes containing tweets by those 

vertices with over 3 million followers （mostly 

news or broadcast networks） are indicated. It is 

interesting to note that none appear in the tweet 

main group or in the mentions main group. The 

Fig. 8　 Topological Locations of Vertices with high Number of 
Followers

Node size is proportional to the number of vertices in the node. Nodes 
are colored by the number of followers. Nodes containing vertices with 
high number of followers are colored red; those with low number of 
followers are colored blue. Vertices with high number of followers 
（over 3 million） were identified and mapped onto the topological net-
work.
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4.　Discussion

　The TDA approach revealed distinct sub-

groups and singletons that have no connections 

with other relationship groups （tweet, mentions, 

replies-to） although these distinctly separate 

subgroups or singletons are by themselves a 

tweet, a mention, or a replies-to. This would not 

have been possible with openly-available social 

media networking visualization tools. There is 

more diversity among Ebola tweets in the men-

tions main group as compared to those in the 

main tweet group as indicated by the larger 

number of nodes （one node contains several 

data points with similarities） in the mentions 

main group. Distinguishers of subgroups or 

flares have been identified with KS scores. This 

allows us to determine which characteristics de-

tions main and subgroups; none in the replies-to 

main group. However, nodes containing a large 

number of vertices with the highest centralities 

（colored red） appear in the mentions main 

group, particularly in the flares.

Table 5　Vertices with High Centrality Values

Centrality 
Measures Vertices

In-degree
who, cnni, bbcafrica, nigerianewsdesk 

（news and media website）, natgeo 
（National Geographic）

Betweenness
who, bbcafrica, cnni, nigerianewsdesk, 
nytimes

Eigenvector who

Page Rank
who, cnni, bbcafrica, nigerianewsdesk, 
a3noticias （a Spanish TV station）

Fig. 9　Topological Location of Vertices with Top Centralities
Node size is proportional to the number of vertices in the node. Nodes 
containing a large number of vertices （this includes both vertex 1: 
source of tweet, and vertex 2: destination to which vertex 1 points to） 
having high centrality measures are shown in red, those with a low 
number of vertices are shown in blue. Black （non-colored） nodes rep-
resent those that do not contain these vertices. Vertices with top cen-
tralities were identified and mapped onto the topological network. Cir-
cles or ellipses are drawn around these nodes for easy identification.
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multaneously display multiple factors is thus 

necessary.

　Here, the TDA approach utilizing Ayasdi Core 

has made it possible not only to visually render 

a large, unstructured and highly complex data, 

but also to present multiple factors （tweet rela-

tionships, the number of vertices in a node, the 

number of followers, etc.） within the topological 

structure, as well as to identify shapes or struc-

tures which is critical in discovering significant 

characteristics hidden within the data. The loca-

tions of vertices with high centralities, relevant 

hashtags, URLs, and keywords in the flares re-

inforce the significance of identifying unique 

structures in the topological network.

　Medical informatics has been defined, in a pa-

per by Greenes and Shortliffe31）, as the field that 

deals with cognitive as well as information pro-

cessing, and communication tasks of medical 

practice, education, and research, including in-

formation science and technology. According to 

Haux32）, future research fields of medical infor-

matics may range from interactivity with auto-

mated data capture and storage to living labs 

utilizing data analysis methodologies. A white 

paper on the secondary use of health data by 

Safran et. al.33） emphasizes the expanding vol-

ume of health-related data and the growing ac-

cessibility of these data. These suggest the im-

portance of managing and analyzing increasingly 

complex and voluminous data in the practice of 

medical and health informatics.

5.　Conclusion

　With TDA, the topological network of Ebola 

tweets beyond the “who-mentions-who” or “who-

replies to-whom” relationship was visualized and 

distinct groups and subgroups and their distin-

guishers were identified. This would not have 

been possible with social networking analysis 

fine their unique topological features. In this 

case, the use of hashtags and domains or URLs 

in tweets has been identified as the most distin-

guishing characteristics. Since URLs and 

hashtags have strong relationships with retweet-

ability; and considering that retweeting is a key 

mechanism for information diffusion in Twit-

ter26）, the presence or absence of hashtags as 

well as URLs of health- and news-related orga-

nizations in Ebola tweets is thus significant. The 

inclusion of news organizations’ URLs also sup-

ports the finding in a paper by Boyd et al. that 

breaking news tends to be retweeted in the form 

of links to articles in media sources27）.

　The inclusion of relevant keywords （location, 

alert, symptoms, transmission, and prevention） 

in these Ebola tweets is indicative of the dis-

semination of information through social media 

as well as the problems encountered in control-

ling the outbreak, such as local beliefs and mis-

information28）. By pin-pointing the topological lo-

cations of these keywords, the source or sources 

of misinformation can be identified by examin-

ing which subgroup they belong. Public health 

practitioners can thus formulate strategies to 

correct misinformation by targeting these sourc-

es.

　The influence a tweet has on social media is 

associated with the number of followers an indi-

vidual or organization has or with centrality 

metrics29）. The visual identification of these in-

fluencers is thus significant. The cooperation of 

these influencers in the effort to provide correct 

and timely health or medical related information 

can thus be enlisted.

　Since most analytical problems, especially 

those of social or political phenomena are often 

caused by complex interactions of multiple fac-

tors and not by a single cause as argued by 

Brandes et. al.30）, a visualization tool that can si-
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tools. Although this study focused on data mined 

from social media specifically Twitter, the TDA 

approach demonstrated here can be used to vi-

sualize and analyze large and complex data that 

health and medical informatics practitioners may 

need to deal with in the current era of big data. 

In future work, we intend to apply the same 

TDA approach on other public health-event re-

lated tweets and examine whether similar struc-

ture or characteristics can be extracted.
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